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Mirror lululemon price

Lululemon is acquiring in-home fitness company Mirror for $500 million, the retailer announced Monday, marking its first acquisition with a bet that more people will be crucial to exercising in their homes. Lululemon shares are up nearly 4 percent in after-hours trading. After the deal closes, Mirror will be an autonomous company within
Lululemon and its current CEO, Brynn Putnam, will continue as CEO of Mirror, reporting to Lululemon CEO Calvin McDonald, the companies said. The deal, which will be paid in cash, is expected to close in the second quarter of fiscal 2020. Lululemon first invested $1 million in Mirror in mid-2019. Mirror, launched in 2018, had raised $72
million from investors to date. The company offers live lessons weekly through its wall-mounted mirror device, as well as on-demand workouts and individual personal training sessions. Its mirror retails for $1,495, and subscribers pay $39 a month to stream classes. Mirror is seen as a competitor to other home training equipment
manufacturers including Peloton. Many former gym users poured into these devices during the coronavirus pandemic, with fitness studios forced to close to try to curb the spread of Covid-19. When Peloton reported earnings in May, it said sales for the last quarter were up 66 percent from a year ago at $524.6 million. The company said it
ended the quarter with a connected fitness subscriber base of more than 886,100 people, up 94 percent year-on-year. Mirror, meanwhile, currently has tens of thousands of users. In 2019, Lululemon detailed her triple vision of being a brand that not only sells clothes like leggings and sports bras, but encourages people to sweat more.
The acquisition of Mirror is an exciting opportunity to build on this vision, McDonald said Monday. He added that the fitness company plans to make more than $100 million in revenue this year, and it will be a draw or will be slightly profitable in 2021. In itself it is a revenue business ... and we know that we can continue to grow, McDonald
explained in an interview with CNBC's Sara Eisen. Let's see a whole new model for incremental business. She also thinks the deal could help Lululemon sell more of her workout clothes to men and women, though that's not the main goal. It's not an acquisition simply to sell more clothing, he said. We think it's going to be a by-product.
Lululemon, like many retailers, took a hit from the pandemic. In the last quarter reported earlier this month, net profit was $28.6 million, or 22 cents up from $96.6 million, or 74 cents per share, a year ago. Total revenue fell 17 percent to $651.96 million from $782.3 million a year ago. Lululemon said Monday that its existing liquidity
includes $800 million in cash, an existing $400 million revolving credit line, and a new $300 million credit line. Lululemon shares are up about 26% this year. It has a market capitalization of about $38.3 38.3 When Lululemon (NASDAQ:LULU) announced that it was acquiring Mirror, the virtual training start-up, some investors may have
been reminded of Under Armour's (NYSE:UAA) (NYSE:UA) attempt to expand into the connected fitness space. Given Under Armour's recent struggles, it's hard to remember that the company reported massive revenue growth. The company seemed to be perfect for integrating fitness apps, data collection, and fitness equipment , but its
fortunes faded as management invested time and resources in a company they didn't seem to understand. If the acquisition of Lululemon takes resources away from the company's fabric business, it could also mean problems for the company's growth trajectory. Why Mirror? With gyms and many training classes around the world paused
or turning virtual, training at home has never been more popular. Mirror offers a full-length mirror that also acts as a semi-transparent video screen. Combined with a $39 monthly subscription, Mirror allows users to access many different types of video workouts led by individual trainers superimposed on the reflective screen. Mirror's
product doesn't look like training equipment, but it does offer an experience similar to a high-end fitness class. Calvin McDonald, CEO of Lululemon, explained the topic of the acquisition: We also believe that virtual workouts at home will be an additive component of sweat regimes until the future even when studies reopen. Image source:
Getty Images. Theoretically, the $500 million purchase of Mirror will allow Lululemon to take advantage of cross-sell opportunities and create a brand new revenue stream. But -- in order not to burst anyone's bubble -- the premise that home workouts will be the new norm could have a big hole. The new standard or the norm now? It
seems that everyone assumes that at the moment it is the new normal. Wearing masks, being separated and allying at home are what we are required to do, but not what most people want. In fact, allying at home is probably just the normal time, if you have to believe multiple data sources. In a study on motivation to training, Len Kravitz,
Ph.D. of the University of New Mexico found that numerous studies show that the social support of another significant or significant friend is highly associated with adherence to exercise. Further evidence gathered by Harvard Medical School suggests that joining a exercise class was a key to avoiding the boreness of exercise, and that
exercise - especially with a friend or in groups - can help cure anxiety. This helps explain why Lululemon's brand was successful: it brings people together around what he calls the life of sweat. focus, and that sense of community, are lessons that rival Under Armour never quite understood. It is worrying that Lululemon can now be
directed on a similar path. The Under Armour Lesson In 2015, Under Armour reported revenue growth that regularly exceeded 20%. By March 2017, the company had acquired MapMyFitness, MapMyFitness, and more, trying to turn into a connected fitness platform. But by the end of 2017, Fool.com Leo Sun has suggested that Under
Armour should exit the connected fitness business completely. Under Armour has spent more than $1 billion on its technological dreams. The company attempted to market its fitness band, heart rate monitor and connected scale in an already crowded market. Instead of combining the features of its different apps, it left their ecosystems
fragmented. And during the connected fitness push, Under Armour's inventory levels exploded as it tried to do too much, too fast. This brings us to the company's last quarter, when connected fitness generated just over $32 million in revenue and a small profit. Under Armour's growth story it seemed to derail as management distracted
itself by attempting to turn into a technology company. If Lululemon makes the same mistakes, his mirror capture could repeat that sad story. See clearly or a cloudy reflection? The acquisition of Mirror could also end badly because the company appears to be at a competitive disadvantage compared to Peloton Interactive
(NASDAQ:PTON), which has a significant advantage in the connected fitness market. Peloton also offers a digital-only option that Mirror is currently missing. Mirror's virtual training classes are only available to owners of its nearly $1,500 device. Although peloton bikes and treads are more expensive, the company offers a digital
membership for $12.99 per month, with no other purchases required. The digital subscription offers the company's lessons on familiar platforms from Roku (NASDAQ:ROKU) to iOS or Android. This means subscribers can take part in a guided ride with the Peloton app, attend a yoga class on television, or use their own bike or treadmill to
breed while watching on their tablet or smartphone. In peloton's last quarter, digital subscribers increased 64% annually to 176,600. The digital-only business is worth over $27 million a year in revenue to Peloton, while Mirror doesn't have a comparable option. That absence isn't the only way Mirror doesn't live up to its biggest rival. During
the first six months of this year, Mirror has an average of 550,000 monthly visitors to its site. By comparison, Peloton received an average of 3.3 million visitors each month. What is almost as important is how these visitors have arrived at each site. Source Mirror Peloton Direct 27.5% 55% Search 61% 39.3% Referrals 2.8% 2.7% Social
6.6% 2.1% Others 2.1% 0.9% (Source: Similarweb. Table by author.) The fact that Peloton gets twice as much direct web traffic suggests premium brand recognition. This advantage will be difficult for Mirror to overcome. And Mirror has to pay for promoted search results and social media ads, rather than having more potential customers
arrive on its site without any problems, the company spends more per customer on marketing costs than Peloton. The wrong kind of success? If Mirror succeeds, Lululemon's management could distract himself from his tissue activities from this investment. If it follows Under Armour on the wrong track, Lululemon investors should keep an
eye on its stock to make sure they don't start growing faster than sales over time. Investors should also seek the integration of Mirror's offerings into Lululemon's main site. Running the business as a separate entity shouldn't mean keeping the Lululemon brand away from Mirror. Finally, Lululemon needs to find a digital-only Mirror
experience. This is a fast-growing subscription business for Peloton, and copying it could help grow Mirror's mainstream following. Mirror's $100 million projected revenue for this year would account for only 2.5% of Lululemon's projected sales over the same period. This business hardly seems to support Lululemon's significant share price
rise in recent months. In short, this acquisition could end badly for investors buying at current prices. Prices.
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